significantly higher for overlapping spikes than they are 110 for non-overlapping spikes (Quiroga et al., 2004) . 111 The quality of the reconstruction, i.e., the spike 112 sorting performance, can be increased by using 113 electrodes with multiple contacts (Gray et al., 1995) , 114 e.g., stereotrodes (McNaughton et al., 1983) , and 115 tetrodes with four contacts (Eckhorn and Thomas, 116 1993; O'Keefe and Recce, 1993) . Electrodes with 117 multiple contacts (in the remainder referred to as 118 multielectrodes) record a compound signal from each 119 electrically active cell in their vicinity. In the remainder 120 of this text we will refer to the individual electrode 121
contacts of a multielectrode simply as 'electrodes'. Due 122 to the different distances between each cell and the 123 individual electrodes, each cell has a characteristic 124 amplitude profile across the electrodes. Therefore, the 125 action potential of each cell is represented by a 126 multielectrode spike waveform. In contrast to spike 127 waveforms, which are recorded from conventional 128 single-ended microelectrodes, multielectrode 129
waveforms from different neurons not only differ in 130 their voltage time course, but they also provide spatial 131 information for a more reliable assignment to 132 individual units (Gray et al., 1995) . 133 However, studies have not yet investigated the extent 134 to which the additional information provided by 135 recording the same spike on multiple electrodes can be 136 used to separate overlapping spikes. In principle, if the 137 neurons that are simultaneously active are recorded by 138 distinct sets of electrodes, the problem could be solved 139 by spike sorting the electrode sets independently. 140
Unfortunately, this approach cannot be trivially 141 exploited, because the set of electrodes on which a 142 neuron is recorded is not known prior to spike sorting. 143
More importantly, many neurons will be recorded on 144 the same electrodes so that overlapping spikes cannot 145 be trivially resolved by detecting each neuron on a 146 distinct electrode. 147
Thus, overlapping waveforms are a fundamental 148 problem for any kind of spike sorting. The failure of 149 most spike sorting algorithms to reliably separate 150 superimposed waveforms, i.e. synchronous or near-151 synchronous spikes, generates a bias in the resulting 152 spike trains (Bar-Gad et al., 2001; Pazienti and Grün, 153 2006; Pillow et al., 2013) . Therefore, the study of local 154 cooperativity from extracellular recordings has been 155 elusive. 156
The problem of temporally overlapping spikes was 157 identified early on (Lewicki, 1998) and considerable 158 effort has been made to find solutions. Most of the 159 approaches rely on brute force template matching of 160 all the combinations of participating neurons and 161 temporal shifts (Atiya, 1992; Lewicki, 1994; Segev et al., 162 2004; Zhang et al., 2004; Vargas-Irwin and Donoghue, 163 2007; Prentice et al., 2011) , independent component 164 analysis (ICA) to de-mix multielectrode recordings Page 4 (Takahashi et al., 2003; Jäckel et al., 2012) , filter-based 166 methods (Roberts and Hartline, 1975; Stein et al., 1979; 167 Vollgraf et al., 2005; Franke et al., 2010 Franke et al., , 2015 which 168 could resolve overlapping spikes by deconvolution, and 169 methods based on probabilistic frameworks that 170 integrate the possibility of spike overlap (Pillow et al., 171 2013; Ekanadham et al., 2014; Franke et al., 2015) . 172 However, studies have not yet thoroughly analyzed 173 whether or not these approaches are successful in 174 estimating spike synchrony in tetrode recordings, and 175 their ability to solve the overlap problem could not be 176 evaluated on experimental data due to the absence of 177 reliable ground truth information in real recordings. 178
In this study, we analyzed the ability of clustering-179 based spike sorting (Lewicki, 1998 ) and a modified 180 version of a previously developed filter-based template 181
matching (Franke et al., 2015) to resolve overlapping 182 spikes. Toward this end, we conducted dual patch 183 clamp recordings of two nearby neurons 184 simultaneously with an extracellular tetrode in slices of 185 rat cortex. We induced overlapping spikes by evoking 186
near-synchronous action potentials in the two neurons 187 with different temporal delays by simultaneous 188 intracellular current injection. Using the intracellular 189 recordings as ground truth, we were able to evaluate 190 the spike sorting performance of the extracellular data. 191
We then used extensive surrogate data mimicking in 192 vivo recordings in macaque prefrontal cortex to 193 estimate the performance of our spike sorting 194 approach in a realistic setting (see Table 1 for an 195 overview of the data sets used in this study Two neurons in slices of rat neocortex or hippocampus  223  were stimulated by current injection in simultaneous  224 whole-cell current-clamp recordings while the 225 extracellular spikes of the two cells were recorded by a 226 tetrode (see Fig. 2A ). The stimulation strengths for the 227 two neurons were manually set so that the time 228 between the first spikes of both neurons,   , was 229 close to 0 ms (see Fig. 2B and H). This way, we elicited 230 25,000 spikes in 13 pairs of neurons (3 animals) with a 231   of less than 1.5 ms (50 samples) which we refer to 232
as overlapping spikes or simply overlaps (see Fig. 1 To understand whether a standard clustering-based 246 spike sorting procedure is able to resolve overlapping 247 spikes, we subjected the extracellular recordings to 248 principle component analysis (PCA) and k-means 249 clustering (Lewicki, 1998) . Since we did not want to 250 introduce additional errors by spike detection and 251 alignment, which are known to be especially error-252 prone for overlapping spikes (Quiroga et al., 2004; 253 Ekanadham et al., 2014) , we used the available ground 254 truth information to cut the correctly aligned spikes 255 from the extracellular recordings. In addition, we tried 256 to find only two, i.e., the correct number of clusters.
257
PCA was used to reduce the dimensionality of the 258 spikes to eight dimensions. An example projection on 259 the first two principle components of a random subset 260 of spikes from one pair of neurons can be seen in Fig. 1  261 top row, middle column. The spikes from the two 262 neurons form two clearly distinguishable clusters with 263 overlapping spikes (magenta dots) scattered around 264 the clusters. We then clustered the spikes using K-265 means (see methods). The results are shown in Fig. 2F . 266 We ran the procedure once on the spikes that were 267 aligned according to the peak of the respective 268 intracellular recording ( Fig. 2F , K-Means*) and once on 269 spikes that were aligned on the maximum of the 270 extracellular recording ( Fig. 2F with the whole extracellular recording and spikes are 287 detected at peaks in the filter outputs. The filters are 288 computed so that they respond optimally to spikes 289 similar to the template from which they were 290 estimated. However, they can also respond with peaks 291
to spikes of other templates if those are similar. 292
Therefore, several filters can respond to the same 293 spike. If multiple spikes are detected at the same 294 temporal location in different filter outputs, only the 295 spike is kept whose filter output was maximal. 296
Overlapping spikes are thus, in this step, ignored. Once 297 a spike is found, the expected response of all filters to 298 this spike is subtracted from the respective filter 299 responses. Thus, spikes overlapping with the previously 300 found spike, and not detected thus far, can now be 301 detected in the residual filter responses. Fig. 1 , middle 302 and right column illustrate this process (for illustration 303 purposes in a 2-dimensional PCA projection, but BOTM 304 does not rely on PCA). If one of the spikes participating 305 in an overlap is subtracted from that overlap (pink 306 circles with black arrows), the resulting residual spike 307 (the two connected black crosses) will fall within one of 308 the clusters. If this procedure is applied to all 309 overlapping spikes, well-separated clusters emerge 310 ( Fig. 1, right 
column). 311
In contrast to k-means, which was run on pre-cut and 312 aligned spikes using the intracellular ground truth 313 information, BOTM was evaluated on the extracellular 314 recordings directly: spikes were not cut from the data, 315 but BOTM had to detect the spikes in the filter 316 responses. The templates for the two neurons (from 317 which the matched filters were computed) were 318 estimated using the available ground truth information 319 by averaging all extracellular spikes from each neuron. 320
The result is shown in Fig. 2F , magenta line. In contrast 321 to the clustering case, the performance for BOTM does 322 not depend on   and is uniformly close to 100%. For 323 comparison, we show the result also for the method 324 presented in (Franke et al., 2010) , which is similar to 325 the BOTM method in that it uses the known templates 326
to construct matched filters. It then tries to resolve the 327 cross-talk between the filter outputs in a second 328 processing step which is conceptually close to 329 independent component analysis (Takahashi et al., 330 2003; Jäckel et al., 2012) . Its performance was slightly 331 lower than the performance of the BOTM method but 332 also independent of   . Thus, in in vitro recordings 333
with two neurons, overlapping spikes can be sorted 334
with the same accuracy as non-overlapping spikes, if 335 the correct templates are known. 336
Simultaneous intra-and extracellular recordings 337 provide a powerful tool for evaluating spike sorting 338 algorithms and their performance in resolving 339 overlapping spikes. However, signals from only two 340 neurons constitute a very limited sample compared to 341 the number of neurons which can be expected to occur 342 in realistic in vivo recordings. We therefore generated 343 surrogate data mimicking in vivo recordings with more 344 than two neurons. 345
Resolution of overlapping spikes in 346 simulated data 347
Two aspects increase the difficulty in resolving 348 overlapping spikes in in vivo recordings compared to 349 our in vitro data: First, for each overlap of two spikes, 350 there are more than two possible templates we can 351 chose from in order to explain the overlap. Second, 352 more than two spikes could be present in the overlap 353 (here referred to as higher order overlap). regions in Fig. 3A ). To find the number of neurons and 365 their spike templates, data were subjected to a spike 366 sorting procedure (see Methods) based on principle 367 component analysis and clustering (Fig. 3B ). 368
For each tetrode recording we created a data set of 369 artificial spikes and overlaps. The maximum number of 370 spikes in an overlap was constrained by the available 371 number of units found by spike sorting for that tetrode 372
and an upper limit of 5 spikes per overlap. To create a 373 single artificial waveform, between 1 and 5 templates 374
were chosen randomly. The templates were 375 superimposed (their waveforms on each electrode 376 were added) with randomly chosen shifts,
between -1.5 ms and +1.5 ms. The resulting waveform 378 of noise-free overlapping spikes was copied into a 379 randomly chosen period of in vivo data where no spikes 380
were detected. The length of that period was chosen to 381 fit the whole overlapping waveform and was between 382 for the overlap waveform in the data, which has the 409 potential to be more accurate than the subtractive 410 procedure (Franke et al., 2015) . However, additional 411 templates for each possible combination of neurons 412 and temporal shifts have to be considered, which is 413 computationally expensive. Therefore, here, we used a 414 hybrid approach between the two alternatives: we 415 constructed templates only for overlaps of maximally 416 two spikes with small temporal shifts (-.3 ms to +.3 ms), 417
and, additionally, used the subtractive resolution 418 procedure (see methods). Fig. 4 delete an already detected spike, so that the posterior 436 probability of the estimated spike trains is maximized 437
given the prewhitened recordings. The method then 438 proceeds to re-compute the templates, the noise 439 covariance matrix (which is needed to prewhiten the 440 recordings, see methods), and other statistical 441 quantities given the estimated spike trains. The two 442 steps are then iterated until convergence. 443
In contrast to the previously discussed methods, K-444 means performs very poorly for narrow overlaps ( Fig. 4  445 A, inset), despite the fact that it was run on spikes that 446 were detected and aligned using the available ground 447 truth (see methods). 448
Next, we analyzed how the number of units found by 449 the initial spike sorting influenced the performance of 450 overlap resolution. Potentially, the larger the number 451 of available templates, the harder it is to correctly 452 classify a waveform. Fig. 4B shows this effect. For 453 tetrodes, in which only two or three units were found, 454
the error for, both, single spikes and overlaps, was 455 similar and below 1%. If more than 3 neurons were 456 present in the recording, the usual case for our in vivo 457 recordings, the error rates increased slightly. In 458 recordings with 9 units, the error rates for single spikes 459
and overlapping spikes increased to 1% and 2.5%, 460
respectively. Fig. 4C shows how the number of spikes 461
within an overlap affect the error rate. The sorting of a should mimic the fact that in a real recording condition 481
with a lower number of electrodes, the corresponding 482 template would not have been found by any initial 483 spike sorting and the associated spikes either missed or 484 falsely assigned to another template. We found that 485 each additional recording electrode strongly decreases 486 the error rate ( Fig. 4D) , despite the fact that with 487 increasing electrode number, the number of recorded 488 neurons also increases (Fig. 4E) . The more neurons that 489 are present in a recording, the more complex the spike 490 sorting problem becomes: For a fixed number of 491 electrodes, increasing the number of neurons present 492 in the simulation leads to an increase in error rate (Fig.  493 4B). Thus, even though the number of available 494 templates increases with additional electrodes, the 495 neurons' error rates decrease due to the better 496 discriminability provided by the additional spatial 497 information. We observed the beneficial effect of a 498 larger number of electrodes for both, single and 499 overlapping spikes (Fig. 4D, blue and green bars) . 500
Why are error rates for single electrodes significantly 501 higher than those for multielectrodes despite the fact 502 that fewer neurons have to be sorted and the problem 503 should, thus, be less complex? We found that the main 504 reason for this observation is the relative similarity of 505 templates from different neurons on the same 506 electrode when they are normalized to the same 507 amplitude. In a single electrode recording, several 508 neurons will have approximately the same distance to 509 the electrode. The further away from the electrode, the 510 more neurons that can be present (Buzsáki, 2004) and 511 the lower their spike amplitudes will be. Since the 512 shape of the spike waveform does not seem to be 513 sufficient to discriminate those neurons, error rates are 514 high. The additional information given by the spatial 515 distribution of spike amplitudes among the electrodes 516 is the main reason why error rates are lower for 517 multielectrode recordings. Spatial information is thus a 518 more reliable feature than single-electrode waveform 519 differences. 520 Therefore, multielectrodes not only allow for recording 521 from more neurons than single electrodes: by capturing 522 additional spatial information on the position of the 523 different neurons they also reduce spike sorting error 524 rates for all neurons, including the error rate for 525 overlapping spikes. 526
Prevalence and Resolution of 527
Overlapping Spikes in in vivo Data 528 So far, our results indicate that overlapping spikes can 529 be resolved with high precision in tetrode recordings by 530 a filter-based template procedure with an iterative 531 scheme to subtract already detected and classified 532 spikes (see methods). We applied the method to in vivo 533 recordings in prefrontal cortex of awake, behaving 534 macaques. As described in the previous section, 535 templates were found by an initial clustering-based 536 spike sorting procedure. The noise covariance matrix 537 was estimated on periods of the recording where the 538 initial spike sorting did not find any spikes. Then, BOTM 539 was used to redetect and classify all spikes and resolve 540 overlapping spikes. 541 Fig. 5A shows the prevalence of overlapping spikes in 542 the in vivo recordings. Each blue dot is a tetrode 543 recording. As expected, the percentage of overlapping 544 spikes increases with the overall firing rate. To assess in 545 how far the measured percentage of overlaps exceeds 546 what would be expected from pure chance, we 547 simulated spike trains with similar characteristics as the 548 recordings (red and green dots in Fig. 5A ). We found 549 that the percentage of overlaps in vivo is much recording sites (0% to >50% with a mean of 22% ± 569 15%). One obvious reason for varying percentages of 570 overlapping spikes among the tetrodes is the varying 571 number of neurons recorded at each site and their 572
firing rates (see trend in Fig. 5A ), which is also reflected 573 in the simulations. Apart from the number of neurons 574
and their firing rates, the degree of correlated firing 575 between the neurons is an important factor for the 576 prevalence of overlapping spikes. An extreme example 577 from our recordings with strongly correlated, burst-like 578
firing behavior of several neurons is shown in Fig. 5B  579 (marked in Fig. 5A by a black square) . In such bursts, 580 many, potentially all, of the recorded neurons fire at 581 the same time. Such a higher-order overlap is depicted 582 in Fig. 5 (C, D) , where three of the four neurons fire 583 near-synchronously. Can the method resolve such 584 higher-order overlaps reliably? The resolution for the 585 example in Fig. 5C is shown in Fig. 5D . As can be seen, 586 each individual spike template fits well to the residual 587 recording after all other templates have been 588
subtracted. This is also reflected in the overall residual 589 which is close to the noise signature (Pouzat et al., 590 2002) . 591
METHODS 592
All experiments were performed in accordance with 593
German law for the protection of experimental 594 animals, approved by the local authorities and are in 595 full compliance with the guidelines of the European 596
Community (EUVD 86/609/EEC) for the care and use of 597 laboratory animals. 598 Deep layer pyramidal neurons in somatosensory 652 cortex were identified according to their large somata, 653 action potential pattern, and action potentials with 654 half-durations of between 0.8 and 2.5 ms (usually ~1 655 ms; eleven recordings with two simultaneously patched 656 neurons); granule cells of the hippocampus were 657 identified according to their location within the 658 hippocampal dentate gyrus, their small somata, and 659 action potentials with half-durations of between 0.4 660 and 0.6 ms (two recordings with two simultaneously 661 patched neurons). The two neurons to be patched 662 within each session were chosen according to their 663 close location to the respective metal electrode 664 endings of the previously placed tetrode, either one at 665 the tip electrode and the other at a lateral electrode, or 666 both at two different lateral electrodes. Action 667 potentials in the patch-clamped neurons were evoked 668 from -70 to -80 mV membrane potential by current 669
Simultaneous intra-and extracellular
injections long enough to result in one or two action 670 potentials. The relative timing of the action potentials 671 in the cells was set and varied manually at an external 672 stimulator unit. 673
Tetrode recordings in monkey PFC 674
Tetrodes were placed in ventral prefrontal cortex for 675 individual recording sessions, sampling recordings from 676 the same region (smaller 1 cm²) across experiments. 677
Recordings were performed simultaneously from up to 678 16 adjacent sites with an array of individually movable 679 fiber micro-tetrodes (Eckhorn and Thomas, 1993) . 680
Recording positions of individual tetrodes were 681 manually chosen to maximize the recorded activity and 682 the signal quality. Data were sampled at 32 kHz and 683 band pass filtered between 0.5 kHz and 10 kHz. 684
Neuronal activity was recorded while two macaque 685 monkeys performed a visual short-term memory task. 686
The task required the monkeys to compare a test 687 stimulus to 1 -4 different sample stimuli presented 688 after a 3 second long delay and to decide by differential 689
button press whether the test stimulus was among the 690 sample stimuli. were cut around each detected spike and were aligned 715 to their minimum amplitude. Additionally, for the in 716 vitro data, a second data set was created by aligning 717 the spikes using the available ground truth information 718 from the intracellular recordings, thus avoiding 719 alignment mistakes due to the altered waveform of 720 overlapping spikes. 721
Waveforms of multiple electrodes were concatenated 722 into a single vector i s per spike. From periods of the 723 data where no spikes were detected, the noise 724 covariance matrix C was estimated (Pouzat et al., 725 2002; Rutishauser et al., 2006) . Spikes were 726 prewhitened by multiplication with the inverse of the 727 Cholesky-factorization U of C :
Then, 728 using PCA, the dimensionality of the spikes was 729 reduced to 8. Finally, using projections onto the first 8 730 principle components, the spikes were clustered into 731 groups, each group representing all spikes of a putative 732
neuron. 733
For the in vitro data, the k-means algorithm was used 734 with k set to 2, the true number of neurons. This was 735 done to observe the performance of an "informed" k-736 means without the need of model selection. K-means 737
was applied once to the spikes that were correctly 738 aligned using the peaks of the intracellular recordings 739
("k-means*" in Fig. 2F ) and once to the spikes that 740
were aligned to the peak of the extracellular recordings 741
("k-means" in Fig. 2F ). For the in vivo data, the 742 expectation maximization (EM) algorithm was used to 743
fit Gaussian mixture models of various orders, as the 744 correct number of clusters is unknown. The best model 745
was selected using the Bayesian information criterion. 746
The mean waveform for each cluster was then used as 747 the template. 748
Filter-based spike sorting procedure 749
Filter-based spike sorting (Roberts and Hartline, 1975; 750 Stein et al., 1979; Gozani and Miller, 1994; Franke et 751 al., 2010; Franke, 2011) relies on a set of linear filters. 752
The goals of the filters are to produce a peak in the 753 filter output whenever a spike of a given neuron is 754 present, and to suppress noise. In the optimal case, 755 each filter responds only to the neuron for which it was 756 designed, and completely suppresses spikes from all 757 other neurons. The problem of spike sorting is then 758 relegated to the filter-output space. Filter-based spike 759 sorting techniques differ in the exact choice of how the 760 filters are designed, e.g., in the frequency domain 761 (Roberts and Hartline, 1975) or in the time domain 762 (Friedman, 1968; Vollgraf and Obermayer, 2006) , and 763
how the filter outputs are post-processed, e.g., simple 764 spike detection relying on the hope that each filter 765 responds exclusively to one single neuron (Roberts and  766 Hartline, 1975), de-mixing the filter outputs (Franke et  767 al., 2010) or clustering spikes in the filter output 768 (Vollgraf et al., 2005) . This has in particular 769 consequences with respect to how overlapping spikes 770 are classified. If it was indeed possible to construct a 771 set of filters so that each filter responds exclusively to a 772 single neuron, thresholding the filter outputs would 773 Page 10 completely solve the spike sorting problem, including 774 overlapping spikes. Unfortunately, this is impractical for 775 realistic spike waveforms (Franke, 2011) . 776
A potential way out of this problem is by constructing 777 filters also for overlapping spikes, i.e., one filter for 778 each neuron and, additionally, to each possible 779 superposition of multiple spikes. Such a set of filters 780
can be constructed in the following way. Assume that 781 the multielectrode template for neuron is given by . 782
Here, is a vector in which the single electrode 783
templates are concatenated to form one long vector. 784
Then, the filter output ( ) for neuron at time is 785
given by Bayes optimal template matching (BOTM) 786 (Franke et al., 2015) 787 ( ) = ( ) −1 − 1 2 −1 + ln ( ( )) , (1) 788 where is the multielectrode noise covariance matrix 789 (Pouzat et al., 2002; Franke, 2011) and ( ) is the 790 probability of observing a spike of neuron in the short 791 piece of vectorized multielectrode recording ( ) at 792 time . Equation (1) can be split into the data-793 dependent part 794
where is the filter for neuron , and a data-796 independent constant 797 = − 1 2 −1 + ln ( ( )).
(3) 798
In Fig. 6A a short piece of simulated data is shown 799 including a spike of the 'blue' neuron (left column of 800 panels) and an overlap between the 'blue' and the 801 'green' neurons (orange trace, middle column). Fig. 6B  802 shows the filter outputs of two single spike filters 803 ('blue' and 'green') plus a number of filter outputs 804 constructed to detect overlapping spikes between the 805 'blue' and the 'green' neuron (grey lines in Fig. 6B ). The 806 number of filters that are needed for this approach is 807 thus combinatorially growing with the number of 808 neurons and the maximal considered temporal shift 809 between the spikes within the overlap. However, the 810 filter outputs for overlapping spikes can be computed 811 directly from the single spike filter outputs (Franke et 812 al., 2015) : 813 + , ( ) = ( ) + ( + ) , (4)  814 where + , ( ) is the filter output for an overlapping 815 spike of neurons and with a temporal delay of 816 between the spikes, and ( + ) is the temporally-817
shifted filter output of neuron . This makes it 818 unnecessary to actually compute a filter (and its 819 convolution with the data) for each possible overlap. 820
While this approach is feasible for a small number of 821 neurons, it quickly becomes too computationally 822 demanding for a larger number of neurons (Dragas et  823 al., 2014). In (Franke et al., 2015) a greedy heuristic to 824 solve the problem was proposed, which is based on 825 exclusively computing single spike filter outputs, 826
iteratively subtracting each detected spike from the 827 other filter outputs, and repeating this process until no 828 spikes can be detected anymore. Fig 6, the right 829 column illustrates this iterative process. In Fig. 6A , a 830 short piece of simulated data including an overlap 831 between the 'blue' and the 'green' neuron is shown. 832 Fig. 6C shows the data after the 'blue' spike was 833 detected and subtracted from the data. However, due 834 to its greedy nature, this approach is suboptimal (see 835 Fig. 4A 'BOTM without hybrid') . 836
Here, we combine the optimal solution, to compute 837 one filter output for each possible overlapping spike, 838 and the greedy iterative subtraction scheme, into a 839 hybrid greedy variant. We compute as many of the 840 filters outputs needed to detect overlapping spikes as 841 computationally feasible and then use the iterative 842 scheme to resolve overlaps with larger number of 843 participating neurons. In particular, we only compute 844 the filter outputs for overlaps of maximally 2 single 845 spikes and a maximal temporal shift between the 846 spikes of .3 ms. 847
In brief, the hybrid greedy variant of the BOTM 848 algorithm used in this study uses one optimally 849 matched multielectrode filter = −1 for each 850 neuronal template. The matched filters are convolved 851 with the whole extracellular recording. A template-852 dependent constant ( in equation (3)) is added to 853 each filter output to compute the final template 854 matching output ( ). Then, for all pairs of two spikes 855 and all temporal shifts of -.3 ms to .3 ms between the 856 two spikes, all filter outputs for overlapping spikes are 857 computed by equation (4) (Fig. 6B , D and G thin grey 858 lines). Spikes are detected at peaks in the template 859 matching outputs (see Fig. 6 for an illustration). Each 860 filter output can also respond with peaks to spikes of 861 other templates it was not designed for, if those are 862 similar (e.g., in Fig. 6B for each spike multiple template 863 matching outputs cross the threshold). Therefore, 864 several filters can respond to the same spike. If 865 multiple spikes are detected at the same temporal 866 location (shaded grey areas in Fig. 6B and D) in 867 different template matching outputs, only the spike 868 detection for the filter with the largest output peak is 869 kept. At this step, overlapping spikes apart from the 870 pair-wise overlaps for which filter outputs were 871 computed according to equation (4), are thus ignored. 872
Once a spike (or a pair-wise overlap) is found, the 873 expected responses of all filters to this spike are 874 subtracted from the respective template matching 875 outputs (Fig. 6D) . Thus, spikes overlapping with the 876 previously found spike (or pair-wise overlap), and not 877 detected thus far, can now be detected in the residual 878 template matching outputs (this iterative process is 879 illustrated in the right column of panels in Fig. 6 ). 880
Thus, the resulting overlap templates are treated 881 similar to the original single spike templates: If the 882 maximal template matching output corresponds to a 883 template of an overlapping spike ( Fig. 6 middle column Page 11 of panels), multiple spikes are detected in a single step. 885
This procedure has the advantage of being non-886 iterative and in principle more precise than the 887 previously discussed iterative procedure, but requires 888 the construction of a large number of overlapping 889 templates, i.e., for all combinations of single spike 890 waveforms and their temporal shifts. The iterative 891 procedure was used for overlapping spikes with larger 892 temporal delay (Fig. 6, right . 3 ). For overlaps of 932 two spikes, all possible shifts between the two 933 templates in the range -48 to 48 samples (-1.5 to 1.5 934 ms) were simulated and a piece of the corresponding 935 recording where no spikes were detected was added to 936 the overlap as noise. The simulation was repeated 937 1,000 times for pair of templates and each shift. For 938 higher-order overlaps, the number of possible 939 combinations becomes too large to cover exhaustively, 940 so 100,000 combinations of templates and respective 941 shifts were sampled for each recording and overlap 942 order > 2. Additional subsample shifts were applied to 943 each template by upsampling, shifting, and then 944 downsampling the spike waveforms. We sorted the 945 created data with the same algorithm and parameters 946 as the in vivo data. 947
DISCUSSION 948
We analyzed the degree to which the clustering-based 949 spike sorting procedures and the filter-based template 950 matching procedure were able to successfully resolve 951 overlapping spikes in multielectrode recordings. To our 952 knowledge, this is the first time that dual patch clamp 953 recordings, together with a tetrode, have been 954 employed for this purpose. In agreement with the 955 results from previous studies (Lewicki, 1998; Quiroga et 956 al., 2004) , we found that the classical spike sorting 957 approach using spike detection, alignment, feature 958 extraction, and clustering is not able to correctly 959 classify overlapping spikes, even if the activity of only 960 two neurons is being recorded. Spike detection and 961 alignment are potentially strongly affected by 962 overlapping spikes. From all the spikes participating in 963 an overlap only a single spike might be detected and 964 the altered waveform of the overlap might lead to 965 strong alignment problems. We found that ignoring 966 possible errors from spike detection and alignment, by 967 correctly preprocessing the spikes using the available 968 ground truth information, only partially remedied the 969 problem (Fig. 2F) . In contrast, a filter-based template 970 matching procedure (BOTM) (Franke et al., 2015) was 971 able to reliably resolve the overlapping spikes. 972
However, template matching relies on knowledge of 973 the correct templates. How the templates should be 974 estimated in the first place was not addressed in this 975 work. 976
Alternative approaches to the overlapping problem 977 have been suggested, e.g., independent component 978 analysis (ICA). In principle, it enables investigators to 979 de-mix multielectrode recordings (Takahashi et al., 980 2003 ). However, a major disadvantage of this method 981
is that the number of electrodes has to be at least as 982 large as the number of signal sources (neurons). Thus, 983
ICA is inapplicable to single electrode recordings. 984
Another caveat of ICA is the assumption that the 985 waveforms of different electrodes of the same spike 986 have to be linearly dependent. This is in general not the 987 case (Jäckel et al., 2012) . Therefore, after the 988 application of ICA to extracellular recordings, a final 989 clustering step needs to be performed, but it is prone 990
to the same problems as outlined above (Fig. 2B) . 991
Promising approaches that can be used to solve this 
